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Standard Displays

Developed from our original range of indoor bowls scoreboards with seven segment digits we now use a standard
160mm  dot matrix LED display which is suitable for both indoor and outdoor scoreboards.

Rink End Scorers

Wall mounted, and requiring just a mains socket to connect the power supply unit to, these are positioned at the
end of each rink. The scores are changed using the radio remote control which may be wall or post mounted if
required. This control may also be used to vary the brightness of the display. Separate displays can be provided
to show the scores from the away leg(s) of competition matches.

Totalisers

Totalisers display the cumulative scores from selected individual rinks. There may be multiple totalisers within an
installation which can show independent scores from multiple matches  in progress at the same time e.g.
Denny/Yetton cups. Rinks to be totalled are selected using a simple switch box and as the whole system is
wirelessly connected only a mains supply is required.
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Combined and Custom Scoreboards

Some clubs use a central scoreboard which shows the scores on all the rinks and which can include a totaliser.

Something Special

When Potter Leisure Resort, home of the World  Indoor Bowls Championships,
came to us we pulled out all the stops to produce a 21st century solution for this
prestigious venue. Based on a dedicated computer network with the rinks scores
shown on 40” LED screens the summary scores for 12 rinks across two venues could
be displayed, along with live TV and video, on a giant plasma screen in the bar.

Using alphanumeric displays or screens
we are able to render central boards to
also display skip/club names or messages.

Custom information can also be extracted
and displayed. Scores and data may be
exported to a computer and to a club or
league  website.

Outdoor

Generally one master scoreboard with radio remote
controls is the optimum solution for outdoor bowls
clubs. The scores are visible even in strong sunlight
due to the high brightness displays and the
polycarbonate  front panel with an anti-glare finish.
This is the same material they make riot shields from
so together with the powder coated aluminium
enclosure this is a very durable solution.

Side panels are available with rails and sets of slide
in letters to display skip or club names or for a
completely electronic solution further LED panels
can be used.

Now further developed to utilise HDMI technology, the new
system installed at Boston IBC incudes a 3m x 2m P5 central
screen which not only acts as the totaliser but can display
messages to keep the members informed  plus graphics and
advertising to generate revenue from club sponsors. The
setup and control of the master board is all handled by a
custom computer program which additionally has a rink
timing feature for signalling the end of matches or club
sessions.


